
HP Johnson Guaranteed System

How I won US$350 despite losing 31 times. 

I did not lose 31 times in a row. In one of my tourist trip, I started by losing quite badly, won 24 
bets, loss 55 bets, but end the series with US$350 profit. The method I use is adapted from HP 
Johnson Guaranteed System

The saying is if you have never heard of this system you are not a professional. The principle 
behind it is so powerful that all professionals must know. 

I have never lost 31 times in a row. My maximum number of times of straight loss in a row is 18.

HP Johnson said this method can handle extreme adverse run even if it is 31 times in a row.

He guaranteed the system because he said the losses were not encountered.

He said the worse adverse run he had encountered was three days in a row before winning 
streaks overtake the losses.

Let's explore HP JOHNSON Guaranteed System further

HP JOHNSON used it successfully in international casinos throughout the world.

He started by explaining why players lose. 

"Adverse run causes players to lose out of proportion to their modest win."

The above statement was mentioned by Chase. However, HP Johnson said the same thing. 

HP Johnson guaranteed the system but he wants 10% of the profit of your winnings.

The strength of this system is that the system can withstand powerful adverse run like 31 times 
in a row, yet come out ahead. Losses were not encountered. The worse he had encountered 
were losses three consecutive days in a row before winning streak come on the fourth day.

In my opinion, this method also falls within the category I classify as “Smart Chasing of Losses”.

He used a method called fixed string. You can start with any string of 14 numbers or even 50 
numbers. However, HP Johnson invariably starts with this string of 14 numbers. He says this is 
more balanced.

This is the string he used.

5 5 5 5 5 5 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

There are five "5s" and nine "45s"

You take the first number and the last number. 



If won you cancel off the first and last numbers.

Since there are only 14 numbers, seven wins will conclude your series with US$430 win, 
irrespective of the number of losses. I repeat

SEVEN WINS WILL CONCLUDE YOUR SERIES WITH US$430 WIN, IRRESPECTIVE OF THE NUMBER 
OF LOSSES.

You have to get this clear before you continue.

Each time you lose you distribute the numbers into the scale. The idea is to keep stakes low and 
take on extreme adverse run.

This is what happens after your first loss of 50. The first column is your starting string. The 
second column is after you distribute the numbers into the scale. IMPORTANT: Get this part 
right before you can proceed.  If you are in a hurry, take a break first, then back to study this 
part.

5
5
5
5
5 10
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50



Then you bet 55 (first number and last number). The first number is 5 not 10. The last number is  
50. Lost again. Your log is now like this.

5 10
5 10
5 10
5 10
5 10
45 50
45 50
45 50
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55

Then you bet 65 (first number plus last number). Lost again. Your log is now like this.

5 10 15
5 10 15
5 10 15
5 10 15
5 10 15
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55
45 50 55 60
45 50 55 60
45 50 55 60



Then you bet 75. (bet first plus last number). You lost. You add 5 into each number, meaning 
you distribute the numbers into the scales to keep stake low.

5 10 15 20

5 10 15 20

5 10 15 20

5 10 15 20

5 10 15 20

45 50 55 60

45 50 55 60

45 50 55 60

45 50 55 60

45 50 55 60

45 50 55 60

45 50 55 60 65

45 50 55 60 65

45 50 55 60 65



Your next stake is now 85. Remember bet first plus last number. You lost again.

5 10 15 20 25

5 10 15 20 25

5 10 15 20 25

5 10 15 20 25

5 10 15 20 25

45 50 55 60 65

45 50 55 60 65

45 50 55 60 65

45 50 55 60 65

45 50 55 60 65 70

45 50 55 60 65 70

45 50 55 60 65 70

45 50 55 60 65 70

45 50 55 60 65 70

Your next stake is now 95. You lost. Now you distribute the scale. Add 5 to each number starting 
from the bottom. Do it yourself. Continue to do this for the next few losses and see what 
happens.

Now what if you win. Each time you win you cancel off the first string and the last string.

You only need seven hits. You only need seven hits to close the series and you win US$430. This 
is irrespective of the number of losses you encounter.

Sounds great! So you break the bank. No, there is a catch. 

The catch is how HP Johnson split the scale, rebalances the scale and creates virtual partnership 
play.

So, you continue to split and rebalance the scale until winning streaks overtake the losses. 

If you have any questions, or if you would like to learn how to split the scale, re-balance the 



scale and create virtual partnership play, email me at 

soondr@gmail.com

My teaching is always free and always will be.

This is how HP Johnson handles the catch.
When there are four strings left, he split the scale whenever the numbers exceed 80 (or 16 
units)
For example, now you have 

80
80
80
80

The scale will be split into

40
40

80 40
80 40
80 40
80 40

40
40

This is to keep stakes low in the event of adverse run

mailto:soondr@gmail.com


When there are two numbers left he split the scale whenever the number exceeds 150 or 30 
units.

If you look at the table above, you will find that eight numbers with 40. So, HP Johnson 
rebalances the scale. 

40 15

40 15

80 40 15

80 40 30

80 40 40

80 40 55

40 55

40 55

You should be able to handle these after some intensive practice. In fact, HP Johnson plays three 
pairs of partnership in all three even odds game in roulette. 

I have modified it for baccarat play. I found partnership play is not necessary in baccarat.

Email me at soondr@gmail.com if you need further information

My teaching is free and will always be.

Gamblinghelp can help you in 

1. Responsible gambling

2. Recreational gambling

3. Professional gambling

4. Quit gambling

For clearer presentation, you open the attachment in pdf file.

Do not reply to this email because it is autoresponder generated.
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DR SOON

Create environment for private victory (health, education) and public victory ( money, 
relationship, power)

http://www.soontongkiong.com/how-can-i-get-money/index.php
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